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My STat Lab including StatCrunch Student Access Kit.

About the AuthorABOUT THE AUTHORStephen E. Lucas is Professor of Communication Arts
and Evjue-Bascom Professor in the Humanities at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, where
he has taught since 1972. He received his bachelor's degree from the University of California,
Santa Barbara, and his master's and doctorate degrees from Penn State University.Professor
Lucas has been recognized for his work as both a scholar and a teacher. His first book, Portents
of Rebellion: Rhetoric and Revolution in Philadelphia, 1765-1776, received the Golden
Anniversary Award of the National Communication Association in 1977 and was nominated for a
Pulitzer Prize. His major articles include "The Schism in Rhetorical Scholarship" (1981), "The
Renaissance of American Public Address: Text and Context in Rhetorical Criticism" (1988), "The
Stylistic Artistry of the Declaration of Independence” (1990), and “The Rhetorical Ancestry of the
Declaration of Independence” (1998), for which he received the Golden Anniversary Monograph
Award of the National Communication Association. His most recent book is Words of a Century:
The Top 100 American Speeches, 1900-1999 (2009).Professor Lucas has received a number of
teaching awards, including the Chancellor's Award for Excellence in Teaching at the University of
Wisconsin and the National Communication Association’s Donald Ecroyd Award for Outstanding
Teaching in Higher Education. His lecture course on "The Rhetoric of Campaigns and
Revolutions" is among the most popular on campus and has twice been selected for statewide
broadcast in its entirety by Wisconsin Public Radio. Professor Lucas is featured in the
Educational Video Group’s program on the history of American public address, and he has
appeared on the History Channel’s documentary on the Declaration of Independence.Professor
Lucas has directed the introductory public speaking course at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison since 1973. Over the years he has been responsible for numerous teaching
innovations and has supervised the training of hundreds of graduate assistants. In addition to
participating in public speaking workshops and colloquia at schools throughout the United
States, he has served as a judge for the major national English-language public speaking
competitions in China, has lectured at numerous Chinese universities, and has conducted
workshops for Chinese instructors on teaching public speaking.Stephen Lucas and his wife,
Patty, live in Madison, Wisconsin, and have two sons, Jeff and Ryan. His interests include travel,
sports, art, and photography.
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Lisa, “Saved a lot of money vs purchasing at college. I used this for my college course for statics
along with a used book I purchased separately. The MYStat Lab I purchased was exactly the
same as my college's but saved me some money about 30% to 40% over what I would of paid
for it at the college.  Would recommend for a college student looking to save some money.”

Morgan, “Worth It. I was worried that the code my not work, but when it came everything worked
perfect and I was able to do my homework.”

Adam S., “HAPPY TO SAVE MONEY! PEARSON IS A HORRIBLE COMPANY!!!. I am
absolutely thrilled with this product. It was more than double the price through Pearson direct. I
dislike Pearson Innoway many people can’t understand. I have to use them for two classes, I
paid twice by accident for one class and I’ve been waiting for my refund now for almost 20 days
they said it would take 10. Back to this product though, saving money was excellent, but I
wouldn’t have known if it wasn’t for my professor.I am absolutely thrilled with this product. It was
more than double the price through Pearson direct. I dislike Pearson in a way many people can’t
understand. I have to use them for two classes, I paid twice by accident for one class and I’ve
been waiting for my refund now for almost 20 days they said it would take 10. Back to this
product though, saving money was excellent, but I wouldn’t of known if it wasn’t for my professor.
Pearson is a horrible company. Beware beware beware, but if you have to use them for your
school what choice do you have if you want to graduate?”

floppyturtle, “Works as described. I purchased MyStatLab new from a third party seller. I
received what appeared to be an insert removed from a physical book. The code tab was
unbroken and the access code worked just fine.”

LD13, “ACCESS CODE WORKED!. I was very suspicious about buying my access kit online for
my stats class because of some reviews saying the code did not work. But for $64 versus the
$115 my school library was selling it for, I took the risk. Let me make it clear, I bought a NEW kit,
not used! It is very "duh" that the code won't work if it is used! I just logged on and entered my
NEW code, it worked! I am now registered for my teacher's class! Fast shipping too, I had my kit
within a few days- before my class started. Happy customer!”

fancypants.dft, “This product is exactly what it says it is.. I was a little hesitant buying this product
because I wasn't sure it would deliver. The package comes with an access code for my Statistics
class and I wondered if the code was going to be in the package and if it would be the right code.
Needless to say my concerns were unfounded. The access code was in the package and it
worked. I am very happy with this purchase and would recommend its purchase to all students.
And the price is unbeatable.I am very satisfied with my purchase.”



The book by Pearson Education has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 88 people have provided feedback.
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